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For your safety and to avoid damages, please read 
though this manual and follow the safety guidelines.

• Do not disassemble or modify the product.  Doing so 
may cause fire, electric shock or malfunction of  the 
ROVI dash camera. Doing so will void your warranty.

• Do not adjust or move your ROVI dash camera 
  while driving.
• Do not expose the ROVI dash camera to 
  water or liquids.
• If  the product is used outside its optimal temperature 

range (-5F to 160F), performance may decline.
• Do not remove the micro SD card while your ROVI 

dash camera is recording.  This may cause damage to 
SD Card.

Safety Information

Disposing your 
ROVI Dash Camera
All electrical and electronic products 
should be disposed of  separately from 
your everyday trash. Contact local 
authorities to learn more about 
electronic recycling options in your area.
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What’s Included in the Box

• ROVI Dash Camera (Fig. 1)
• Mount (Fig. 2)
• USB Power Cord (Fig. 3)
• Dual USB Cigarette Adapter (Fig. 4)
• Quick Start (Fig. 5)
• Magnetic GPS Module for CL-6001 only (Fig. 6)

Controls and Connections

Fig. 1

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6
(optional on 

CL-6000) 

A    Power / OK
B    Menu / Mode
C    Up
D    Down

1. Reset Button
2. Microphone
3. GPS Connector
4. MicroSD Card Slot
5. Magnetic Connector
6. Wide Angle Lens
7. Tempered Glass
8. 1.5″ Screen
9. Status Light

Fig. 2 Fig. 3
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WARNING:  Before mounting your ROVI dash
camera, make sure it does not obstruct the driver’s 
field of  vision.

1. Make sure vehicle’s ignition and engine are off.
2. Insert Micro SD Card into your ROVI dash camera 
    (Fig. A).
    a. Use only a Class 10 Micro SD Card.  
        Do not exceed 32GB.
3. Before removing adhesive tape from your 
    ROVI dash camera mount, please confirm 
    where you want the mount located. (Fig. B).

5. Attach the ROVI dash camera mount to glass
    (Fig. C, Sec. 1)
6. Carefully route USB cable in your vehicle’s 
    headliner. (Fig. C, Sec. 2)
7. Insert the provided dual USB plug into your 
    cigarette lighter socket. (Fig. C, Sec. 3)
8. Insert USB power cord into USB 2.1A 
    port adapters. (Fig. C, Sec. 4)

Installation

Fig. A Fig. B

Sec. 1 Sec. 2

Sec. 3

Sec. 4
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Your ROVI dash camera will automatically power on and 
start recording when your vehicle’s ignition is turned on.  
It will also turn off  when your vehicle’s ignition is turned 
off.  NOTE - Some vehicle’s cigarette socket will always be 
powered on regardless if  vehicle’s ignition is on or off.  You 
will need to manually turn on /off  your ROVI Dash Camera.

4. Make sure there are no obstructions in the 
    camera’s view. Remove any foreign matter from 
    glass.  Make sure it’s clean and dry before 
    applying mount. (see page 5, Fig. C)

Fig. C



1. From your Google Play or Apple app store, search
    for “ROVI LIVE” and download/install the correct
    app for your CL-6000/6001 dash camera models. 
    See ROVI LIVE app icon above as reference.
2. Before starting app, make sure your mobile device is
    connected to the ROVI dash camera (see   
    page 7 for instructions).

1) To turn on the ROVI dash camera Wi-Fi, press the 
down arrow button located on the dash camera for 
3-seconds. See below.

2) In your mobile device settings, please connect your 
    mobile device to the ROVI dash camera. 
    Wi-Fi network.  Default SSID (name of  network) 
    is “A1WG_xxxxxxx”.  Default password is 
    “12345678”.
3) Your mobile device is now connected to the 
    ROVI dash camera.
4) Your mobile device does not need to be connected  
    to the ROVI dash camera at all times for the camera   
    to function properly.

Using the ROVI LIVE App Connecting Mobile Device to your 
ROVI Dash Camera

ROVI LIVE 
App Icon

App Available at:

Press and hold down for
3-second to turn on Wi-Fi.
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Loop recording – A technology that allows your ROVI 
dash camera to continually record footage. Essentially, 
the camera will automatically delete the oldest footage 
on the camera in order to make room for new footage. 
This allows for continual recording on relatively small 
SD cards.
 
Night vision – Refers to the camera’s ability to record 
at night. The camera will use a combination of  WDR 
tech (see below), and internal display tech to optimize 
night vision.

Wide dynamic range (WDR) – A camera technology 
that allows for the balancing of  light and dark spots of  
camera footage. WDR is essential for night vision, as it 
allows for better overall coverage of  all areas in camera 
range, whether they are illuminated or not. 

Wide angle lens – A lens style that allows for a wide 
view of  the road in front of  you. 

Glossary of Dash Camera Terms
Parking mode – An innovative feature that activates 
your ROVI dash camera when motion is detected. This 
helps potentially capture footage of  an accident even 
when your car is off.

Wi-Fi – Refers to the camera’s built-in Wi-Fi that 
allows for wireless viewing on your smartphone. This 
eliminates the need to remove the SD card to view/save 
footage. Also, it allows you to download stored footage 
to a mobile device. 

Motion Sensor/G-Sensor – A technology in your 
ROVI dash camera that detects potential accidents 
based on gyro readings and motion detection. When 
a disturbance is detected, G-Sensor enabled cams will 
automatically save relevant footage permanently so that 
it is not later overwritten.

GPS tracking – (available on our CL-6001 model) 
Refers to cameras that record and sync GPS data with 
dash cam footage. Useful in the case of  an actual 
accident, as GPS readings can help prove where you/
your vehicle was located at the time of  an accident. It 
also watermarks your speed onto your recorded footage

SD card capacity – Use only Class 10 Micro SD cards.  
No larger than 32GB in capacity.
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You will notice numerous icons on your ROVI dash 
camera’s screen.  The below glossary will help identify 
those icons.

Recording mode.

When blinking, your ROVI dash camera 
is recording.

Loop recording is on. The number 
represents minutes each video clip is 
recorded in.

Exposure (we recommend leaving this 
value at +0/0).

When icon is illuminated, WDR is on. 
(see Glossary of  Dash Camera Terms, 
pg. 8)

Wi-Fi Connections.  Icon will be green 
when camera is connected to your 
mobile device.  

GPS Connection. 
(Available only on CL-6001 model)

When illuminated, your camera is 
recording audio.

When illuminated, parking mode is on.

Battery icon.  When charging, icon will 
blink.

Glossary of Icons
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